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Popular abstract

The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is an international large-scale 
test that examines how well prepared 15-year-old students around the world are to face future 
life challenges. It is also a solid indicator of the national education quality. PISA offers useful 
information to researchers, policy makers, and educators. However, students with low-test 
motivation level can pose a challenge to understanding the truth behind test scores because 
unmotivated students tend to randomly guess answers, and their test scores may not reflect 
their actual proficiency level. Thus, the identification of unmotivated individuals is very 
important to maintain test result quality. Assuming that students who spend too little time on 
answering test questions are unmotivated, thresholds based on the time students spent on tasks
can be computed to identify such students. In this study, we use three different methods to 
compute response time thresholds for a computer-based assessment of mathematics and 
examine how differently they function with different types of questions. We also investigate 
how valid these methods are, as well as compare how disengagement differs between sample 
groups (i.e., gender and country), and how this measure are related to self-report measures.
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Abstract

The lack of test-taking engagement is a major problem for large-scale assessment. It cannot be
fully solved by test designers because some test takers will always be unmotivated in low-
stake settings. In this study, the log-file data of 10 released items from the computer-based 
assessment of mathematics (CBAM) from the Programme for International Student 
Assessment (PISA) 2012 were used to investigate whether students’ item response times 
(RTs) can help identify test-disengaged behaviour and how methods for identifying the RT 
threshold work differently with different type of items. Three methods for identifying RT 
threshold for disengaged behaviour were considered: visual inspection (VI), cumulative 
proportion (CUMP), and nominative threshold (NT) value. Two validity checks were 
conducted to compare the optimality of all three methods: the first was the difference between
the proportion correct of engaged and disengaged response behavior. The second was the 
comparison of the disengaged proportion by score group using the above three methods. For 
the group analyses, the proportion of disengaged responses by gender and by country was also
measured. Last, a correlation study was conducted to evaluate how test-taking disengagement 
measures are related to four PISA indicators: difference in effort, mathematics interest, 
perseverance, mathematics self-efficiency. Based on the differences between the proportion 
correct of engaged and disengaged responses, CUMP was the preferred method for both item 
formats. However, it does not hold after the validity check by score group. A weak correlation
between the PISA self-report measures and disengaged behaviour identified from RTs was 
also found. It is possible that these unexpected results are linked to the small sample and item 
rotation. Gender and country differences were detected, but they stayed generally consistent 
across the three different RT threshold methods.

Keywords: test-taking engagement,self-report measures, computer-based test, response times, 

log file,PISA
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1. Introduction

The identification of unmotivated test takers is crucial for international large-scale 

assessments (ILSAs) to better measure students’ performance. Administered in large numbers 

either statewise or internationally, ILSAs aim to provide group-level scores for various 

populations. However, they are generally considered low-stakes assessments because students

taking them receive no academic credit and experience few or no consequences for their test 

performance (Lee & Jia, 2014). For this reason, some participants are more likely to have a 

low level of engagement in them. The Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket, 

2015) suggested that in addition to adequate knowledge to complete the test, students need to 

have a sufficient degree of motivation to make the effort to demonstrate this knowledge. 

When taking a low-stakes test, some students might perceive the test as low value and may 

not be motivated to do their best. Therefore, not considering students’ test engagement level 

can lead to incorrect interpretations of the test results.

The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is an ILSA that aims to 

evaluate education systems worldwide by testing the skills and knowledge of 15-year-old 

students who are nearing the end of their compulsory education. The assessment evaluates 

how well students can apply what they learn in school to real-life situations. PISA takers are 

required to not only take a test but also fill out a background questionnaire providing some 

contextual information (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 

2010).

These post-test background questionnaire items have been used to evaluate students’ 

test engagement (Fulmer et al., 2009), but they have some major drawbacks (Kong et al., 

2007). For example, current self-report instruments only evaluate students’ test motivation 

level and offer very little information on test-taking engagement for specific cognitive items. 

Furthermore, some students who have taken the effort to work on the test but think they 
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scored poorly may not be motivated to answer the self-report measures truthfully. For this 

reason, the self-report results can be biased and inaccurate. To counter this, would be 

interesting to explore the possibility of using observed measures as an indicator of students’ 

test engagement.

Using valid measures of test-taking engagement with log-file data can be an excellent 

way to overcome self-report data problems. Because computer-based administration is 

increasingly becoming the norm for large-scale assessment, it is now possible to collect and 

reconstruct the chronology of respondents’ interactions with test applications over the course 

of assessment (OECD, 2019). This also includes information on students’ starting and ending 

times when responding to specific items. We can use these times to calculate students’ item 

response times (RTs). Several previous studies have used RTs to evaluate test-taking 

engagement (Lee & Jia, 2012; Schnipke & Scrams, 2002; Wise & DeMars, 2006; Wise & Ma,

2012). This approach is based on the hypothesis that when administering an item, 

unmotivated examinees will answer too quickly (i.e. before they have time to read and fully 

consider the item; Wise & Kong, 2005). Analysis of log files allows for investigating how 

fluently students read and how persistent they are in trying to solve challenging problems and,

more generally, for analysing differences in how students handle tasks (OECD, 2015).

The guessing-by-chance behaviour during a test (i.e., rapid guessing behaviour) is the 

assumption that disengaged test takers, regardless of their ability level, will not take the 

necessary time to read the test item and all response options thoughtfully (Swerdzewski et al., 

2011) and answer the question accordingly. In other words, to identify rapid guessing 

behaviour, one of the assumptions is that engaged task completion is indicated by taking at 

least a certain minimum amount of time to, for instance, read and understand test instructions 

and process the stimulus content (Goldhammer et al., 2016). Therefore, the RT approach 

mainly relies on the computation of a threshold value to indicate rapid guessing behaviour.
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1.1 Test-taking Engagement Measures Based on RTs

In the literature, several authors have been using the response time thresholds to 

measure test-taking engagement. For example, Wise and Kong (2005) calculated threshold 

value based on the amount of reading/scanning required by an item. They observed that the 

distribution of the initial width of the spike was related to the item length and format, so it 

was necessary to assign an item-specific threshold value (3 s, 5 s, 10 s) each time in 

accordance with item the content and number of words. Additionally, Kong et al.(2006) used 

visual inspection (VI) of RT distribution to identify the threshold value for each item. The 

findings showed that there was a bimodal distribution of item RT, with a smaller spike of 

short RTs before the major spike of RT distribution can be observed without regarding the 

magnitude of threshold.

Another possible approach to compute the threshold is the normative threshold (NT) 

method. It implies that a certain percentage of the average RT can be used as the RT threshold 

for rapid guessing. For example, Wise and Ma (2012) found that taking 10% of the average 

RTs, with a maximum of 10 s, gave the most accurate estimations of rapid guessing. In our 

study, 10% mean RT time value was applied as the normative threshold mean (NTmean).

Several researchers also believe that a student with engaged response behaviour has a 

much larger probability of obtaining a correct response than guessing it by chance, whereas 

with disengaged response behaviour, the probability of obtaining a correct response should be 

just at the item chance level (Lee & Jia, 2012; Schnipke & Scrams, 2002; Wise & DeMars, 

2006; Wise & Ma, 2012). VI and NTmean focus mainly on RT for identifying rapid guessing 

behaviour. However, without a direct link to response accuracy (RA; Guo et al., 2016), the 

validation of threshold value can only be carried out afterwards because we have no 

information concerning the proportion of correct item responses during the RT threshold 

computation. In such cases, we are not sure whether item responses are rapid guessing results 
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or not. Guo et al. (2014) proposed a new method named cumulative proportion (CUMP) in 

their study. This method takes into consideration both cumulative RA and RT. The CUMP 

method concerns the analysis of both RT and RA as joint end variables. This parallel data 

concept is broader than RT and RA combined because it requires calculation of the proportion

of correct responses accumulated to a certain time amount for each item (Guo et al., 2016; 

Lee & Jia, 2012).

The major aim of this study is to identify and validate disengagement measures based 

on response time thresholds. For this, the three mentioned methods (CUMP, VI and NTmean) 

were used to  compute the RT threshold value for 10 PISA 2012 mathematics literacy items. It

is expected that findings from this study not only help on the evaluation of the appropriateness

of these most used threshold methods to the CBAM items, but also contribute to highlight the 

importance of the extraction of valid test-taking engagement measures from log file data.

1.2 Research Questions

This study focuses on how to identify and validate disengagement responses of 10 

digital items in a public log file in PISA 2012. Specifically, four research questions were 

designed to achieve this aim:

RQ1: How can we define and measure a test-taking engagement based on the time that 

students spent on tasks? Do these measures differ between different item format?

RQ2: How valid are these measures 

RQ3:  How disengagement differs between subgroups (i.e., gender and country)?

RQ4: How do the measures of disengagement identified using the RTs relate to self-report 

measures?

 For the first question, students’ RT to each item were extracted from the public log 

file data from PISA 2012. Using three threshold methods (CUMP, VI and NTmean) measures 
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of students’ test disengagement were computed. We also investigate the differences between 

thresholds across the item formats. 

In the context of the released CBAM items, two item formats was compared in our 

study: the multiple-choice item consists of four different choices among which only one is 

correct, or of true-or-false questions. The second format is constructed response item (OECD, 

2009), involving an open-ended question that needs students to construct an answer 

demonstrating their cognitive knowledge and reasoning. For Sahin and Colvin (2020), the 

chance level of a four-option choice question was 0.25. Goldhammer et al. (2016) discussed 

the definition of chance level for open-ended items from the Programme for the International 

Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) test. Their assumption was that for PIAAC 

items, the chance level for obtaining a correct response could be assumed to be zero because 

the open-ended format does not allow for rapid correct guesses. PIAAC items require entering

numbers or interacting with the stimulus by, for instance, highlighting text or clicking a graph.

Sahin and Colvin (2020) also explored the limitations of existing methods for evaluating rapid

disengagement. When evaluating rapid guessing, the percentage of correct scores is highly 

dependent on the item type. To be more precise, in the above study, the proportion of students 

receiving correct scores among rapid disengaged examinees did not change much from zero 

for constructed response items because the likelihood of achieving a correct score under rapid 

disengagement was 0.

For the second research question, two validity checks for RT threshold value were 

used (Goldhammer et al., 2016). The first type of check is the inspection of the proportion of 

correct disengaged responses and engaged responses. The probability of obtaining an engaged

response is expected to be much higher than the item chance level and the probability of 

obtaining a disengaged response proportion is close to the item chance level. The second type 

of check is the inspection of the relationship between correct proportion and score groups for 
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both disengaged responses and engaged responses. The score groups are acquired from 

transformed students’ PISA scale on mathematics literacy (Appendix 1). This type expects a 

positive relationship between engaged responses and score groups and no relationship 

between disengaged responses and score groups.

For the third research question, the analysis of subgroup (number of disengaged items,

gender, and country) differences of test disengagement is carried out to determine whether 

identified test disengagement behaviour is persistent across different subgroups. Lastly, a 

correlational comparison between PISA indicators and the number of disengaged items 

(NumDIS) is conducted for research question 4. In this case, four PISA indicators were used: 

difference in effort (Deffort), mathematics interest (INTMAT), perseverance (PERSEV), and 

mathematics self-efficiency (MATHEEF). The intention of this analysis was evaluate how 

strong the self-report and observed measures are related.

We investigate the differences between thresholds across the item formats. For Sahin 

and Colvin (2020), the chance level of a four-option choice question was 0.25. Goldhammer 

et al. (2016) discussed the definition of chance level for open-ended items from the 

Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) test. Their 

assumption was that for PIAAC items, the chance level for obtaining a correct response could 

be assumed to be zero because the open-ended format does not allow for rapid correct 

guesses. PIAAC items require entering numbers or interacting with the stimulus by, for 

instance, highlighting text or clicking a graph. Sahin and Colvin (2020) also explored the 

limitations of existing methods for evaluating rapid disengagement. When evaluating rapid 

guessing, the percentage of correct scores is highly dependent on the item type. To be more 

precise, in the above study, the proportion of students receiving correct scores among rapid 

disengaged examinees did not change much from zero for constructed response items because

the likelihood of achieving a correct score under rapid disengagement was 0.
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2. Method

In this section, we first present an overview of the PISA data (cognitive, questionnaire, and 

log file data), followed by a description of the statistical methods used in this study. 

2.1 PISA Data 

PISA 2012 assessment covered reading, mathematics, science, problem-solving, and 

financial literacy, with a primary focus on mathematics. It was conducted in 34 OECD 

countries and 31 partner countries/economies. Apart from the traditional paper test, a 

computer-based assessment of problem-solving was included as a part of the core assessment. 

The computer-based assessment was conducted by about two-thirds of participating countries.

Countries were also offered assessments of computer-based mathematics (CBAM) and 

reading in a digital environment. These two parts were offered together in an assessment of 

computer-based literacies (CBAL).

For the purpose of this study, three types of PISA data were used: student’s 

questionnaire, responses to the cognitive items and log file data. All data are publicly 

available at OECD website (www.oecd.org/pisa  ).  

2.1.1 Data from student’s questionnaire

          In the student performance (i.e., plausible values) and questionnaire data file (filename: 

CBA_STU12_MAR31.txt) contained the following information: students’ performance scores

on problem-solving and CBAL, CBA language variable and CBA test form, and context 

questionnaire questions. 

2.1.2 Data from student’s performance on the cognitive items

The PISA 2012 cognitive file (filename: CBA_COG12_MAR31.txt) contained the 

following information: original and coded responses for CBA items CBA Language variable, 

CBA Test Form. 

http://www.oecd.org/pisa
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2.1.3 Log-file data

The released log-file data containing information for indicating students’ scores and 

calculating RTs on selected items from the CBAM test. They were available in the format of 

an SPSS file and can be download from https://www.oecd.org/pisa/pisaproducts/database-

cbapisa2012.htm 

This study used log-file data of 10 CBAM items from three item groups: CM015, 

CM020, CM038.The R package LOGAN was used to clean the dataset (Reis Costa & 

Leoncio, 2019). 

The original student questionnaire dataset contained 229 variables and 271,323 

individuals. The original log-file data were in long format and needed to be transformed to 

wide format. 

After the dataset transformation, we merged these wide-format log-file data with 

student questionnaire data using school ID, country code, gender, and student ID. The student 

questionnaire dataset conserved only part of its variables after merging with the log-file 

dataset, including the variables related to math self-efficacy, math anxiety, math work ethic, 

and so on (See detailed list in Appendix Ⅲ, list 1). Finally, we had 17,103 individuals with 

229 variables in our newly merged dataset. There were several other criteria for excluding 

individuals with missing information, including:

a) Having missing item during data trim

b) Having missing information at start and end times

c) Having ‘clicks’ before being exposed to an item

d) Start or end time missing

e) End time occurred before start time

f) Having invalid answers in CBAM items

https://www.oecd.org/pisa/pisaproducts/database-cbapisa2012.htm
https://www.oecd.org/pisa/pisaproducts/database-cbapisa2012.htm
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After exclusion based on the above criteria, the final dataset contained information 

from 15,133 students with 189 variables, among which 169 were self-report variables from 

the student questionnaire dataset, and the other 20 variables were related to item response 

score and RT.

All the data were downloaded from the OECD website. Because all the data are in the 

public domain, this study was not concerned with the General Data Protection 

Regulation( GDPR) and ethical approval. The 10 items used in this thesis refer to only one 

cluster of items among the items presented in the assessment.

2.2 Statistical Analysis

2.2.1 Descriptive statistics

To evaluate the response time distributions across the different item types (in the case 

of our study, we constructed response items and multiple-choice items), descriptive statistics 

concerning the mean, median, Q1, Q3, and the minimum and maximum value of RT in 

seconds were presented. This allowed us to not only calculate the NTmean value but also 

estimate the skewness of RT distribution.

2.2.2 Response times threshold methods

To answer our first research question, three response time threshold methods were 

used. The first approach aims to identify the threshold value of item specific RT by visual 

inspection of the response time distributions (VI) (cf. Kong et al., 2007; Lee & Jia, 2014). 

This method identifies disengaged test-taking behaviour by anticipating a possible bimodal 

RT distribution. This means when an RT distribution clearly has two modes and a clear-cut 

gap in between, this gap can be interpreted as a threshold value separating disengaged and 

engaged response behaviours. Sometimes, this ‘distinctive gap’ cannot be visualised for 

certain items, so Goldhammer et al. (2016) suggested that if there is no such two-mode 
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distribution but a wide range of about equally low values between the two modes (i.e. a broad 

‘valley’), the threshold can be determined where a small plateau of equally low values begins.

The second approach is normative threshold method (NTmean). In Wise and Ma 

(2012), NTmean examined the mean of RT first and then evaluated various percentage values 

to find a value that reflected random guessing. The NTmean method thus requires the mean 

RT for each item and a chosen percentage value as well as the establishment of a suitable 

percentage value involving balancing these two threshold principles. The goal for setting NT 

is to identify as many disengaged responses as possible. The expected correct rate of rapid 

guessing should not be higher than one would expect from random responses. In this study, 

we considered the 10% mean value for calculating NT threshold (NTmean).

The third approach to generating the RT threshold value is CUMP. This method is 

based on the theory that a student with engaged response behaviour has a larger probability of

obtaining a correct response than guessing by chance, whereas a student with disengaged 

response behaviour has a larger probability of obtaining a correct response just at the chance 

level or lower (Guo et al., 2016). To compute CUMP, we used the following formula: the 

CUMP value for t amount of time was denoted as CUMP(t), which represented the correct 

proportion of all students who spent t seconds or fewer on an item, with g as the chance 

probability of success. The CUMP threshold for item j was thus defined as

Cj=max{t:CUMP(t)≤g}

As CUMP value increases over RT, the threshold value can be identified where the 

CUMP curve intersects with the chance level (Guo et al., 2016). It can be beneficial to use the

CUMP because this method takes into consideration RA when setting up thresholds, and the 

validation of threshold value can be conducted at the same time, as the proportion of correct 

responses accumulated to time t normally covers the overall proportion of correct responses as
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t increases. This feature can be used to identify RT threshold value to determine random 

guessing behaviour.

Another major objective of our study was to compare different measures and to 

investigate whether all of them could produce consistent results and fit differently for 

different item types (in the case of our study, we constructed response items and multiple-

choice items). Descriptive statistics concerning the mean, median, Q1, Q3, and the minimum 

and maximum value of RT in seconds were presented. This allowed us to not only calculate 

the NTmean value but also estimate the skewness of RT distribution.

2.2.3 Validity check

For our second research question, two approaches were used for validating the 

computed RT threshold value for test disengagement. The first approach of the validity check 

concerned the comparison of proportion of correct engaged response and disengaged 

responses identified using three methods (CUMP, VI, NTmean). It was expected that the 

probability of obtaining a correct response from engaged test behaviour would be much 

higher than the chance level, whereas the probability of obtaining a correct response from 

disengaged response behaviour would be at chance level (Goldhammer, 2016). In our study, 

we separated the items into two groups according to item format, namely, choice questions 

with a chance level of 0.25, and constructed response item with a chance level of 0.

The second validity check approach was related to participants’ overall performance 

(score group). Using this method, we inspected the proportion correct of engaged response 

behaviour and disengaged response behaviour. The score groups were defined by mathematics

proficiency levels, which we had previously derived from PISA plausible values. Students’ 

mathematics literacy levels were transformed from the PISA scale and categorised into seven 

levels (Appendix III, table1). Developed in 2003, these proficiency levels have been used to 

obtain summary descriptions of the kinds of mathematics knowledge and understanding 
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associated with different levels of proficiency (OECD, 2019). The revised descriptions 

associated with each level can be found in Appendix III, table2.

For this study, the first students’ plausible test score values were chosen from the 

student performance questionnaire dataset (variable name: PVMATH1) to compute those 

levels. The principle for this method was that students’ overall scores should be positively 

associated with the correct proportion of the item; however, no such relationship was expected

for disengaged responses (Goldhammer et al., 2016). For our analysis, the PISA sample 

weights were not used, and for NTmean threshold value, the principle of not exceeding 10 

seconds (Wise & Ma, 2012) was not applied.

2.2.4 Group analysis and self-report measures

To answer the third research question, graphical representations of the proportion of 

disengagement by gender and country were prepared in the following step, starting with a 

person-level indicator computed by averaging the number of disengaged responses by three 

different RT threshold methods (CUMP, NT, VI), Then, cross-gender and cross country 

differences were analysed.

For research question 4, a correlational study between the number of disengaged items

of all the students (NumDis) and PISA indicators, namely Deffort, INTMAT, PERSEV, and 

MATHEEF, was performed. After exclusion of the individuals with missing information in 

those four indicators, the final dataset for this study contained 8903 individuals. Spearman 

correlation was used to study the relationship between Deffort and NumDis because both 

variables were categorical. The polyserial correlation was calculated between the three other 

PISA indicators and NumDis because these three indicators were continuous variables. 

Deffort can be described as follows: Effort Difference = PISA Effort – School Mark Effort. 

Effort difference is a key independent variable that allows us to determine how seriously 
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students are viewing the PISA compared to other aspects of their schoolwork that have 

consequential outcomes for them (Butler & Adams, 2007). Perseverance is defined as 

students’ response willingness to work on problems that are difficult, even when they 

encounter problems. The usage of these three indicators was elaborated on in the OECD 

reports (2012) evaluating school students’ motivation level for mathematics study.

3.Result

3.1 Descriptive Statistics on Item RT Distribution

All 10 items were rearranged and split into two groups according to the item format 

(multiple-choice and constructed response items). As we can see from Table 1, the maximum 

RT amounts for different items varied from 560.2 to1194 seconds. These are relatively 

significant amounts compared to item mean and median values. Additionally, the Q3 value of 

all 10 items stayed relatively low compared to the maximum RT. These indices indicated 

negative skewness of RT distribution, and the maximum RT was not an optimal index for 

evaluating RT distribution. The mean values in Table 1 were used to calculate the NT 

threshold by taking 10% of its value.

Table 1

Descriptive statistics of response time per item (in seconds)

Item Type Min Q1 Median Mean Q3 Max

CM015Q01 Multiple choice 1.90 48.40 68.70 80.17 97.90 565.8

CM020Q02 Multiple choice 1.20 30.60 47.00 57.12 72.90 560.2

CM020Q04 Multiple choice 1.20 30.80 44.50 50.73 62.80 722.0

CM038Q03 Multiple choice 2.10 49.90 72.70 75.97 97.70 578.0

CM015Q02 Constructed response 1.20 56.10 92.40 111.50 143.80 963.0

CM015Q03 Constructed response 1.00 68.40 107.40 119.40 155.10 840.6

CM020Q01 Constructed response 2.0 93.5 126.4 131.4 162.2 663.0

CM020Q03 Constructed response 1.10 53.40 76.00 80.51 102.10 621.40

CM038Q05 Constructed response 1.4 66.2 100.8 113.4 145.5 660.3

CM015Q10 Constructed response  1.1  55.5 84.9  97.2 123.4 1194.0
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            Figure 1  shows the item-RT value and item-RA distribution of all 10 items. All the 

graphs in Figure 1 combine the information of all three RT threshold methods: the histogram 

of RT distribution with the left Y matrix indicates the response frequency, and the right Y axis 

indicates the correct proportion. The upper four graphs are multiple-choice items, and the six 

lower graphs are constructed response items. In those graphs, three types of threshold value 

(CUMP, NTmean, VI) are indicated by vertical lines, and the CUMP value is indicated by the 

curve. For the multiple-choice items, the CUMP threshold value should be identified where 

the CUMP curve intersects with the chance level, which is indicated by a horizontal line in 

each graph. The chance level for the multiple-choice item is 0.25, and the chance level for the 

constructed response question is at 0 and overlaps with the x axis.
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Figure 1

Histograms of response times for each item. The three threshold methods are also displayed 
(VI, CUMP, and NT).
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             It is interesting to note that the CUMP value of item CM015Q02 stayed very 

low(0.033 as maximum value), indicating that it was a relatively more difficult item. In 

general, the CUMP value remained low and flat for all the constructed response items because

the difficulty level of those items was higher than that of multiple-choice items. This finding 

may imply that the usage of CUMP method can be problematic if the item has a high 

difficulty level and high chance level at the same time. For the multiple-choice items, it is 

clear that the CUMP curve slightly dropped after the first short peak at the beginning, 

implying that more incorrect answers were identified after the RT threshold value even though

the CUMP value remained above the chance level. The fluctuation of the CUMP curve can 

also be problematic for the identification of RT threshold value in the future if we come across

some items with a high chance level because the CUMP curve can intersect with the chance 

level line twice. For the VI method, items CM015Q01 and CM020Q02 did not have a very 

distinctive gap between two spikes, so we identified the VI threshold value to be starting point

of the lower spike before the major spike (the “board valley”).  Moreover, items such as 

CM015Q02 and CM020Q04 had larger gaps between different threshold values.  The values 

of RT thresholds by method can be found in Table2. 

Table 2

Threshold values by item and method

Item Type  Mean VI CUMP

CM015Q01 Multiple choice 8.0 11.0 4.1

CM020Q02 Multiple choice 5.7 8.0 5.1

CM020Q04 Multiple choice 5.0 14.0 24.2

CM038Q03 Multiple choice 18.0 16.0 4.0

CM015Q02 Constructed response 11.1 15.0 45.1

CM015Q03 Constructed response 11.9 19.0 25.2

CM020Q01 Constructed response 13.1 22.0 15.3
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Item Type  Mean VI CUMP

CM020Q03 Constructed response 8.0 22.0 6.8

CM038Q05 Constructed response 11.3 21.0 19.7

CM038Q06 Constructed response 9.7 19.0 22.1

3.3 Validity Checks

3.3.1 Proportion correct for engaged and disengaged response behaviors

            Table 3 shows the observed proportion correct for engaged and disengaged responses 

by three methods (CUMP, VI, NTmean). At this stage, we expected a high proportion of 

correct engaged responses and low proportion of correct disengaged responses. Goldhammer 

et al. (2016) mentioned that a method that yields a higher proportion of correct engaged 

responses but also a higher proportion of correct disengaged responses should not be 

prioritised, and a method that yields a slightly lower proportion of correct disengaged 

responses but also a slight lower proportion of engaged responses should be prioritised. Table 

3 shows that VI methods had a higher proportion of correct engaged responses for items 

CM020Q03 than the other items, but it also had a higher proportion of correct disengaged 

responses than CUMP. Thus, in this case, CUMP should be prioritised. The CUMP method 

also showed the best results from among all three methods for the other constructed response 

items, and a lower proportion of disengaged responses for all the items. As a result, CUMP 

should be prioritised for all the constructed response items.

For the multiple-choice questions, similar results were obtained: for item CM015Q01, 

VI produced a higher proportion of engaged responses but also a higher proportion of correct 

disengaged behaviour, so VI should not be prioritised. The CUMP method had a higher 

correct engaged proportion and correct disengaged proportion that was closest to the chance 

level for all the rest of the items. This indicates that the CUMP method best fit all the 

multiple-choice items as well.
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Table 3

Number and percentage of disengaged responses in the sample and proportion correct for 
engaged and disengaged response behaviours per item and method

Item Method
n disengaged 
responses (%)

Proportion 
correct 
engaged 

Proportion 
correct 
disengaged

Difference

CM015Q01

NTmean 108 (0.71%) 0.59 0.44 0.15

VI 206 (1.36%) 0.68 0.40 0.28

CUMP 12 (0.085%) 0.59 0.25 0.34

CM020Q02

NTmean 64 (0.42%) 0.49 0.27 0.22

VI 121 (0.79%) 0.49 0.26 0.23

CUMP 44 (0.29%) 0.49 0.25 0.24

CM020Q04

NTmean 142 (0.93%) 0.45 0.08 0.37

VI 142 (0.93%) 0.48 0.20 0.28

CUMP 2291(15.13%) 0.48 0.25 0.24

CM038Q03

NTmean 156 (1.00%) 0.68 0.52 0.16

VI 850 (5.61%) 0.69 0.57 0.12

CUMP 8 (0.05%) 0.68 0.25 0.33

CM015Q02

NTmean 284 (1.87%) 0.03 0 0.03

VI 515 (3.40%) 0.04 0 0.04

CUMP 2741(18.11%) 0.04 0 0.04

CM015Q03

NTmean 345 (2.27%) 0.25 0 0.25

VI 534 (3.5%) 0.25 0 0.25

CUMP 853 (5.6%) 0.26 0 0.26

CM020Q01

NTmean 120 (0.79%) 0.33 0 0.33

VI 219 (1.44%) 0.33 0.009 0.33

CUMP 161 (1.06%) 0.33 0 0.33
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Item Method
n disengaged 
responses (%)

Proportion 
correct 
engaged 

Proportion 
correct 
disengaged Difference

CM020Q03

NTmean 191 (1.26%) 0.27 0.005 0.27

VI 1122 (7.41%) 0.29 0.005 0.29

CUMP 137(0.90%) 0.27 0 0.27

CM038Q05

NTmean 230 (1.51%) 0.29 0 0.29

VI 537 (3.54%) 0.30 0 0.30

CUMP 560 (3.70%) 0.30 0 0.30

CM038Q06

NTmean 371 (2.45%) 0.23 0 0.23

VI 715 (4.72%) 0.24 0 0.24

 CUMP 952 (6.29%) 0.24 0 0.24

3.3.2 Score group analysis

The second validity check consisted of investigating the relation between participants’ 

overall scores (i.e. a selected plausible value) and the correct proportion of responses 

classified as engaged response behaviour and disengaged response behaviour.
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Figure 2

Relationship between score group and correct proportion responses (multiple-choice items)
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In Figure 2, the upper four graphs show the proportion of correct disengaged 

responses for multiple-choice items, whereas the lower four graphs represent the proportion of

correct engaged responses for multiple-choice items. In regard to the upper four graphs, we 

can see that for items CM015Q01 and CM020Q02, no evident association was observed 

between the disengaged proportion and score groups. However, CM020Q04 exhibited a 

positive association between the VI and CUMP methods. CM038Q03 also showed a positive 

association for the VI method. These results suggest that some correct responses to these 

items were falsely classified as disengaged response behaviour. CUMP and VI produced some

unexpected results (Goldhammer et al., 2016).

For the lower graphs concerning the proportion of correct engaged responses, an 

overall positive association was observed among all items with a slight difference between 

methods – except for item CM038Q03 with the VI method, which fluctuated in between score

groups. In sum, the NTmean and CUMP provided better results for the proportion of correct 

engaged responses.
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Figure 3

 Relationship between score group and correct proportion responses (constructed response 
items)
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Figure 3 shows the result for the constructed response questions. CUMP and NTmean 

in general provided a correct proportion of zero across all score groups. For item CM020Q01 

by the VI method, the proportion of correct disengaged response increased from the lower 

score group to the higher score group.

As for the proportion of correct engaged responses, the items CM015Q02, 

CM015Q03, CM020Q01 showed some fluctuations in the graphs as the correct proportion 

started to decline over the higher score groups. This led to some unexpected results. The other

three items showed the expected positive association between the score groups and correct 

proportion. It is possible that those anomalies are associated with small sample size of each 

score groups. Table 4 gives us general information on number of engaged responses and 

disengaged responses by score groups of four multiple choice questions.  The same table for 

constructed response items can be found in Appendix III, table 3.

Table 4 

Number of disengaged response and engaged response by score group (Multiple choice 
questions)

Item
Proficiency 
level

Total 
number 
by Score-
level

Number of 
disengaged response

Number of engaged 
responses

NT
Mean

VI CUMP NT
mean

VI CUMP

CM015Q01

1 2031 30 67 5 2001 1964 2026

2 3243 27 47 3 3216 3196 3240

3 3495 7 18 1 3488 3477 3494

4 2771 4 7 0 2767 2764 2771

5 1617 0 0 0 1617 1617 1617

6 816 1 1 1 815 815 815

CM020Q02

1 2031 17 46 12 2014 1985 2019

2 3243 16 45 15 3227 3198 3228

3 3495 6 20 3 3489 3475 3492
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Item Proficiency 
level

Total 
number 
by Score-
level

Number of 
disengaged response

Total 
numb
er by 
Score
- 
level

Number 
of 
disenga
ged 
response

NT
Mean

VI CUMP NT
mean

VI CUMP

4 2771 6 9 5 2765 2762 2765

5 1617 0 1 0 1617 1616 1617

6 816 0 1 0 816 815 816

CM020Q04

1 2031 36 211 453 1995 1820 1578

2 3243 40 221 566 3203 3022 2677

3 3495 16 131 444 3479 3364 3051

4 2771 15 63 270 2756 2708 2501

5 1617 4 20 150 1613 1597 1467

6 816 1 3 80 815 813 736

CM038Q03

1 2031 45 228 3 1986 1803 2028

2 3243 41 219 2 3203 3024 3241

3 3495 19 97 1 3479 3398 3494

4 2771 5 40 0 2756 2731 2771

5 1617 2 8 1 1613 1609 1616

6 816 815 4 0 815 812 816

3.4 Subgroup Differences in Test-taking Engagement

The subgroup difference in the test-taking engagement was investigated by the number

of disengaged items (from 1 item to 10 items), and then by gender and by country. The results 

will be presented in regard to all three RT threshold method (CUMP, NTmean, VI). To 

calculate the disengaged proportion, a person-level variable was computed by averaging the 

number of disengaged responses. At a second stage, this variable was averaged to obtain the 

population mean for each subgroup.
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3.4.1 Disengagement measures by number of items

Figure 4 shows a column plot concerning the frequency of students by number of 

disengaged responsesfor the 10 released items. A table displaying the number for each level 

can be found in Appendix 4. In this figure, level 0 stands for no disengaged responses, 

whereas level 10 indicates that the individual was disengaged for all items. We can see that 

most of the students had only one to two items disengaged. The number of students dropped 

drastically to below 1000 for ‘3 items disengaged’. Additionally, the NTmean had the most 

drastic decline from level 0 to level 10, and it identified most individuals at level 0. It is also 

necessary to note that some students had disengaged behaviour for all 10 items. The CUMP, 

in contrast, identified the lowest number of students disengaged for one item. However, it 

identified a greater number of disengaged responses for more than one item. The number of 

students for levels 1-10  in regard to all three RT threshold methods can be found in Appendix

III Table 4.

Figure 4 

Number of disengaged responses
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3.4.2 Proportion of disengaged response behaviours by gender

Figure 5 displays the proportion of disengagement by gender. For both genders, there 

was a very low proportion of disengagement. The NTmean method identified the lowest value

(around 1%) of students categorised as disengaged, whereas CUMP identified the highest 

proportion of disengagement for both genders (around 4%). For all three methods, none of 

groups exceeded 10% in terms of the proportion that was disengaged.

Figure 5

 Gender analysis – Average proportion of disengaged responses by method

The proportion of boys was higher than that of girls across all three methods. The VI 

method had the biggest gap between the two genders and CUMP displayed the smallest 

gender disparity. In conclusion, girls were less likely to have disengaged behaviour than boys.
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 3.4.3 Country differences in test-taking engagement

Figure 6 illustrates the difference in the disengagement rate by country. It shows the 

average proportion of disengaged responses across the 31 participating countries in PISA 

2012. Among all the evaluated countries, the highest mean was obtained for Israel, followed 

by Slovenia, Norway, and Argentina. The lowest mean was found for Slovakia. The rank of 

the country stayed consistent for all three RT threshold methods.

Figure 6

 Country analysis – Average proportion of disengaged responses by method

Regarding the comparison of the three RT threshold methods, CUMP identified a 

relatively high proportion of disengagement behaviour for all countries except Israel, which 

had the highest value of VI. The NTmean method had the lowest values for all the countries. 

The highest proportion was from Israel, with CUMP and VI respectively at 0.09 and 0.13, 
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followed by Slovenia with VI and CUMP respectively at 0.10 and 0.09. The lowest proportion

came from Slovakia by NTmean, which stood at 0.028. The number of students for those 31  

countries can be found in Appendix III , table 5.

 3.5 The Relationship between Proportion Disengaged and PISA Indicators

Table 5 illustrates the correlation between the disengaged proportion and four PISA 

indicators, namely, Deffort, INTMAT, PERSEV, MATHEEF. Deffort is an ordinal variable, 

whereas the other three are continuous variables, so we calculated Spearman correlation for 

Deffort, and polyserial correlation for the other variables.

Table 5 

Correlation analysis among the average proportion of disengaged responses by a selection of 
PISA indicators

PISA indicators NTmean VI CUMP

DEFFORT 0.05 0.078 0.082

INTMAT -0.046 -0.069 -0.0670

PERSEV -0.046 -0.067 -0.090

MATHEFF -0.105 -0.154 -0.154

The correlation between these selected PISA indicators and proportion of disengaged31 

students(NumDis) varied between the different methods: the VI and CUMP methods 

produced a higher correlation than NTmean because those two methods tend to identify a 

higher average number of disengaged items. This indicates the weak relationship these four 

indicators have with NumDis defined using various methods. However, the correlation values 

remained weak among all the three methods. Among those four indicators, mathematics 

interest, math self-efficiency, and PERSEV were negatively correlated to NumDis. This 

means when a student has a lower level of perseverance, mathematics interest, and math self-

efficiency, he or she will have more items with disengaged behaviour. In contrast, the Deffort 
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was positively correlated to students’ number of disengaged items, which means when there is

less difference in effort, students will have fewer items with disengaged behaviour.

4.Discussion

This paper discussed the measurement and validation of the test engagement of 10 

items from the mathematics portion of the PISA 2012 using the RT threshold. We sought to 

identify a threshold value for RT that was capable of identifying rapid guessing behaviour – in

other words, students who spend less time than RT threshold were considered to have a 

disengaged response behaviour for the items. Besides, a comparison between different 

methods (CUMP, NTmean, VI) was conducted, which allowed us to see the differences 

between the methods in RT threshold identification. Last, two validity check approaches were 

used to investigate which method was more viable for identifying RT threshold value 

associated with rapid guessing behaviour.

We managed to identify threshold values for rapid guessing behaviour based on the 

three methods and a through validity check. We obtained several interesting findings: 

regarding the comparison between proportion of correct engaged and disengaged responses, 

we were able to identify CUMP as the optimal method for the identification of RT threshold 

value of all 10 items. It identified a higher proportion of engaged responses and a close-to-

chance-level proportion of disengaged responses for all 10 items. In contrast, the score group 

analysis showed us some anomalies: for CUMP and VI, some items showed a positive 

association between the proportion of correct disengaged response and score group. This 

implies that some of the engaged responses were wrongly identified as disengaged responses. 

We thus obtained unexpected results for the score group analysis. Some fluctuations were also

observed in the graphs concerning the proportion of correct engaged for constructed response 

items. This was not expected for the relationship between engaged response proportion and 
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score groups. The contradictory results that we obtained from these two different validity 

checks implied that, in our study, the CUMP method was unstable when we split the sample 

into score groups. This could be related to our small population size for each group (Appendix

III, table1).

Further, the difference in chance levels could be a major factor that made the threshold

method function different for constructed response items and for multiple-choice items. The 

CUMP should be prioritised compared to the other two methods, as its proportion correct for 

disengaged response could stay at chance level, whereas the other methods identify a larger or

smaller proportion of correct disengaged responses. Additionally, most of the CUMP value 

curves for our constructed response items remained at a low level and flat over RT. The 

chance level for those items was identified as 0, so we did not encounter any problems while 

identifying the threshold. However, it could have become problematic if we measured the 

items with high item difficulties and high chance levels (e.g. difficult multiple-choice items). 

The CUMP threshold for RT can only be identified when there is an intersection between the 

CUMP curve and chance level. We might not be able to identify the RT threshold when the 

item has a high difficulty level and high chance level. Second, as the CUMP curve can 

fluctuate sometimes, there is also a risk that the chance level line can intersect twice with the 

CUMP curve. This situation can also be problematic for RT threshold identification.

This study was based on a single sample that we obtained from PISA 2012 

mathematics CBA data. It certainly has its limitation in terms of offering a full picture of the 

population. Larger-scale research should be conducted with different samples of different 

sizes or different weights, and inferential tools such as Monte Carlo should be applied to give 

us a more viable result.

The comparison of disengaged levels between subgroups was carried out by number 

of disengaged items, by gender, and by country. The differences between RT threshold 
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methods stayed consistent in regard to different subgroups, and all the methods offered us 

similar results in terms of group rank and group difference. CUMP identified the highest 

proportion of disengagement in most of the cases, whereas NTmean identified the lowest 

proportion of disengagement with some exceptions: in terms of the number of disengaged 

items, NTmean identified the highest proportion for the group of students with only one 

disengaged item. Israel had the highest value for VI instead CUMP. This implies that our 

identified RT threshold remained valid among different subgroups.

The correlation between the four chosen PISA self-report indicators and students’ 

number of disengaged items remained weak among all the items. This could be due to our 

small sample size and questionnaire item rotation. It was difficult for us to view the whole 

picture when so much information was missing from our dataset. This issue of weak 

correlation should be studied and discussed in future research with a more complete dataset.
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GDPR documents & Ethical approval

NOTIFICATION FORM (ENGLISH TRANSLATION) – NSD
NB! First draft

 Personal data
 Types of data
 Project Information
 Responsibility
 Sample and Criteria
 Third Persons
 Documentation
 Other approvals
 Processing
 Information Security
 Duration of project
 Additional Information
 Send in

Which personal data will be processed?

Name

No

National ID number or other personal identification number
 No

Date of birth
Yes

Address or telephone number
No
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Email address, IP address or other online identifier

No

Photographs or video recordings of persons

No

Audio recordings of persons

 No

GPS data or other geolocation data

No

Demographic data that can identify a natural person

Gender will be identified

Genetic data

 No

Biometric data

 No

Other data that can identify a natural person

No

Will special categories of personal data or personal data relating to criminal convictions 
and offenses be processed?

Racial or ethnic origin

 No

Political opinions

No

Religious beliefs

No

Philosophical beliefs
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 No

Trade Union Membership

No

Health data

No

Sex life or sexual orientation

No

Criminal convictions and offences

No

Project Information
Edit project Register new project Chose existing project
under ‘Register new project’:

Title
Identification and Validation of Disengagement Measures based on Response Time: an

Application to PISA 2012 Digital Math Items

Project description

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) surveys, which take place every 
three years, is a large -scale assessment which examines how well students are prepared to 
meet the challenges of the future. In 2012, PISA test is conducted in 34 OECD countries and 
31 partner countries/economies. The study of test motivation has been one of central 
discussion among education researchers. The investigation of the construct validity of rapid 
guessing behaviour extracted from the log-file data of ten released items from the computer-
based of mathematics from PISA 2012 is the focus of this study. The comparison of different 
response time methods as well as their validity check-up will offer us the necessary 
information for a further study on the differences and relationship 
between the extracted measures and self-report scales.

Subject area

 Social sciences/Education science

Will the collected personal data be used for other purposes, in addition to the purpose of this 
project?

No
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Will the responsibility for processing personal data be shared with other institutions (joint 
data controllers)?
Yes

Joint data controllers
Institution
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Country Sweden
Postal address    Naturvetarhuset plan 5, huskropp NB, Johan Bures väg 16
Email address   hanna.eklof@umu.se
Telephone number

Whose personal data will be processed?
15 year-old Norwegian middle school student who have participated in 2015 PISA test
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Will you include adults (18 år +) who do not have the capacity to consent?

No ( In year of 2019)

Types of personal data - sample 1

Date of birth

Methods /data sources - sample 1
Select and/or describe the method(s) for collecting personal data and/or the source(s) of data

The Data-set is  from another research project, this study is  secondary-analysis of publicly 
available data, the data-set will be trimmed and tailored into the format that fits to our analysis
but all the personal information will remain anonymous.

Information - sample 1
Will you inform the sample about processing their personal data?
 No

Upload copy of oral information
 No

 

Third persons
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Documentation
Total number of data subjects in the project
(Data subjects: persons whose personal data you will be processing)
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Processing
Where will the personal data be processed?
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Physically isolated computer belonging to the data controller
External service or network
Private device

Upload guidelines/approval for processing personal data on private devices
Upload

Who will be processing/have access to the collected personal data?
Project leader
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Which others will have access to the collected personal data?
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Will the collected personal data be made available to a third party or international 
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Will personal data be stored beyond the end of project period?

 Yes, collected personal data will be stored indefinitely.

For what purpose(s) will the collected personal data be stored?
 Research

Other
Where will the collected personal data be stored?

 At the institution responsible for the project (data controller)

Additional information
Will the data subjects be identifiable (directly or indirectly) in the thesis/publications for the 
project?
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Appendix II

Data Management & Analysis Code

Data cleaning example for item  CM015Q01 ( LOGAN package)

#-------------------------- Test-taking Engagement - CBAM ---------------------

library(LOGAN)

library(tidyverse)

#-------------------------- Log-file data - Item: cm015q01 --------------------

setwd("D:\\H")

cm015q01.data <- m0$ImportSPSS(filename=".\\CBA_cm015q01_logs12_SPSS.sav")

#-- Trim variables --------------------

cm015q01.data <- m0$TrimVar(cm015q01.data, c("event", "event_value", "event_detail", 

"nc"))

#-- new ID variable --------------------

cm015q01.data <- cm015q01.data %>%

  mutate(NewID = paste0(nc,"-",schoolid,"-",StIDStd))
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#-- Creating the "action" variable  --------------------

#Concat events

cm015q01.data <-m0$ConcatActions(cm015q01.data, c(rlang::quo(event), 

rlang::quo(event_value), rlang::quo(event_detail)))

#-- Long to wide format dataset --------------------

cm015q01.data2 <- cm015q01.data[,-which(colnames(cm015q01.data) %in%   

c("event","time","event_number","event_value",

                                                                         "event_detail"))]

cm015q01.data2 <- m0$DataActionsbyID(data = cm015q01.data2, id.var = NewID, 

event.var=event.type,

                                     name.var.action="CM015Q01.ACTIONS")

#--- Extracting the time on task  --------------------

cm015q01.startTime <- m1$VarTimebyID(data = cm015q01.data, id.var = NewID, time.var =

time,

                                     event.var = event.type, name.var.time = 

"START_ITEM_NULL_NULL",

                                     new.name = "CM015Q01.START" )

cm015q01.endTime <- m1$VarTimebyID(data = cm015q01.data, id.var = NewID, time.var = 

time,

                                   event.var= event.type, name.var.time="END_ITEM_NULL_NULL",

                                   new.name = "CM015Q01.END")

#--- Checks - Examples --------------------

#1) Are there duplications?

anyDuplicated(cm015q01.startTime$NewID)

#[1] 0

anyDuplicated(cm015q01.endTime$NewID)

#[1] 0

#2)Student's "click" before they have been exposed to the item ("START_ITEM")

cm015q01.startTime[cm015q01.startTime$event_number!=1,]
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# A tibble: 18 x 12

write.table(cm015q01.startTime[cm015q01.startTime$event_number!

=1,],file="checkID.csv")

cm015q01.data[cm015q01.data$NewID=="078400-0000375-09458",]

####Example how to filter the data###

cm015q01.data2 <- cm015q01.data2[!(cm015q01.data2$NewID %in% c("078400-0000375-

09458", "078400-0000119-02959","003600-0000570-10618","003600-0000539-

10011",

                                                               "003600-0000034-00665","012400-0000096-

02059","020800-0000113-02379","020800-0000290-06318","072400-0000047-

01358",

                                                               "038000-0000396-10317","038000-0000043-

01075","038000-0000086-02087","041000-0000100-03216","041000-0000009-

00265","070300-0000055-01124","070500-0000032-00511",

                                                               "070500-0000052-00859","015800-0000114-

04265")),]

#3)Has the same student "START" and "END" times?

table((cm015q01.startTime$NewID) %in% (cm015q01.endTime$NewID))

#TRUE

#19373

table((cm015q01.endTime$NewID) %in% (cm015q01.startTime$NewID))

#TRUE

#19373

#4) Invalid "START" and/or "END" times?

table(!(cm015q01.data2$NewID %in% cm015q01.startTime$NewID))

#FALSE  TRUE

#19373   148
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cm015q01.check <- cm015q01.data2[!(cm015q01.data2$NewID %in% 

(cm015q01.startTime$NewID)),]

table(!(cm015q01.data2$NewID %in% cm015q01.endTime$NewID))

delete1<-cm015q01.check$NewID

cat(paste(shQuote(delete1, type="cmd"), collapse=", "))

cm015q01.startTime <- cm015q01.startTime[!(cm015q01.startTime$NewID %in% 

c("078400-0000261-06634", "078400-0000261-06633",

                                                               "078400-0000302-07663", "078400-0000026-00611", 

"078400-0000165-04163", "078400-0000165-04164", "078400-0000100-02463", 

"078400-0000187-04801", "078400-0000255-06484", "078400-0000251-06411", 

"078400-0000446-11220", "078400-0000338-08553", "078400-0000393-09913", 

"003600-0000273-05074", "003600-0000347-06463", "003600-0000668-12487", 

"003600-0000316-05885", "003600-0000340-06329", "003600-0000565-10502", 

"003600-0000773-14440", "003600-0000278-05199", "003600-0000772-14420", 

"003600-0000405-07489", "003600-0000062-01178", "003600-0000687-12840", 

"003600-0000291-05428",

                                                               "003600-0000427-07903", "004000-0000088-02232", 

"005600-0000197-05900", "005600-0000025-00644", "005600-0000025-00637", 

"005600-0000064-01768", "005600-0000064-01765", "005600-0000064-01751", 

"005600-0000178-05402", "005600-0000065-01800", "005600-0000241-07204", 

"005600-0000241-07203", "005600-0000267-07960", "007600-0000161-03504", 

"007600-0000730-16650", "007600-0000771-17615", "007600-0000446-10121", 

"007600-0000600-13673", "007600-0000818-18716", "012400-0000542-13518", 

"012400-0000660-16241", "012400-0000675-16587", "012400-0000398-09766", 

"012400-0000493-12149", "012400-0000002-00031", "012400-0000240-05996", 

"012400-0000315-07752", "012400-0000882-21460", "012400-0000114-02696", 

"012400-0000365-09028", "012400-0000394-09682", "012400-0000309-07604", 

"012400-0000490-12060",

                                                               "012400-0000246-06140", "012400-0000801-19508", 

"012400-0000187-04665",

                                                               "012400-0000558-13851", "012400-0000532-13300", 

"015200-0000204-06284",
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                                                               "015200-0000108-03319", "015200-0000063-01890", 

"015200-0000083-02476", "017000-0000067-01609", "017000-0000202-05138", 

"017000-0000202-05117", "017000-0000259-06561", "017000-0000146-03735", 

"017000-0000323-08331", "017000-0000180-04582", "017000-0000342-08890", 

"017000-0000342-08876",

                                                               "017000-0000007-00178", "017000-0000007-00159", 

"017000-0000007-00179", "017000-0000177-04518", "017000-0000177-04530", 

"017000-0000213-05446", "017000-0000213-05429", "017000-0000289-07374", 

"017000-0000289-07391", "017000-0000175-04496", "017000-0000262-06632", 

"017000-0000326-08422", "017000-0000326-08431", "017000-0000326-08417", 

"017000-0000072-01780", "017000-0000207-05293", "017000-0000183-04623", 

"017000-0000163-04208", "017000-0000163-04207", "027600-0000193-04152", 

"027600-0000072-01585", "027600-0000009-00191", "027600-0000065-01419", 

"020800-0000270-05892", "072400-0000060-01728", "072400-0000371-10551", 

"072400-0000801-22443", "072400-0000492-13896", "072400-0000055-01599", 

"072400-0000277-07831", "072400-0000670-18727", "072400-0000440-12421", 

"072400-0000039-01131", "072400-0000171-04834", "072400-0000276-07797", 

"072400-0000211-05956",

                                                               "023300-0000204-04714", "023300-0000074-01645", 

"025000-0000157-03203", "034400-0000125-03915", "034800-0000092-02136",

                                                               "034800-0000196-04566", "034800-0000078-01724", 

"034800-0000025-00495", "037200-0000008-00196", "037200-0000110-02960", 

"037200-0000001-00031", "037600-0000094-02706", "038000-0000764-20023", 

"039200-0000121-04015", "041000-0000045-01499", "057800-0000069-01702", 

"061600-0000165-04107", "061600-0000040-00991", "062000-0000035-01060", 

"062000-0000109-03139", "062000-0000005-00138", "062000-0000184-05381", 

"064300-0000024-00559", "070200-0000003-00097", "070200-0000105-03398", 

"070200-0000105-03392", "070200-0000071-02297", "070300-0000073-01485", 

"070300-0000209-04209", "075200-0000052-01231", "075200-0000169-03790", 

"015800-0000086-03213", "015800-0000158-05848", "084000-0000112-03447", 

"084000-0000133-04071"

)),]

cm015q01.startTime[!(cm015q01.startTime %in% (cm015q01.startTime$NewID)),]

#FALSE  TRUE
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#19373   148

#-- Merge Actions and Time --------------------

cm015q01.startTime <- cm015q01.startTime[,-c(6:9)] #Excluding: "event", "event_number", 

"event_value", "event_detail", "event.type")]

cm015q01.endTime <- cm015q01.endTime[,-c(6:9)] #Excluding: "event", "event_number", 

"event_value", "event_detail", "event.type")]

cm015q01.Time <- left_join(cm015q01.startTime, cm015q01.endTime,by = c("cnt", "nc", 

"schoolid",

                                                                       "StIDStd", "formid", "NewID"))

cm015q01.TimeActions <- left_join(cm015q01.Time, cm015q01.data2,by = c("cnt", "nc", 

"schoolid",

                                                                       "StIDStd", "formid", "NewID"))

cat(paste(shQuote(delete1, type="cmd"), collapse=", "))

CUMP comuptation

##### R codes for calculatin  he CUMP  hreshold

Chaice = 1/4 # he raidom nuessiin chaice correc  for ai i em wi h 4 optoiss

ULimi  = 100 #  he upper limi  for  hresholds user choices

LLimi  = 60 #  he lower limi  for  hresholds user choices

tme es stme es [,tj]  #  he respoise tme ma ri;s  he respoise tme of i em j]s

respoisesrespoise[,tj]  #  he respoise (0/1) ma ri;s  he respoise (0/1) of i em j]s

 hreshold.value <- fuictoi (j])   i em <-  able(tme es [,tj] trespoise[,tj] )s

 

 i em<-i em[,-c(1:25)t 

 i em <- as.ma ri;(i em)

 S = as.iumeric(row.iames(i em))

  Pplus = i em[,t 2 /apply(i emt 1t sum)s #P+ a  each RT

  cumP = Ppluss K = lein h(i em[,t 2 )s #calcula e cumutve P+
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  for (k ii 2:K)

   cumP[,k  = sum(i em[,1:kt 2 )/sum(i em[,1:kt ) }

  

  iid = (cumP < Chaice)

  value.p = cumP[,iid s #cumP less  hai chaice

  LL = which (iidt arr.iid = TRUE)s LL = as.vec or(LL)

  value.T = LL[,lein h(LL) s # hredshold value

  

  if (value.T > ULimi )  value.T = ULimi }

   else (if (value.T < LLimi )  value.T = LLimi })

  drop (value.T = value.T)

  re uri(value.T)

  }

 hreshold.value(j])

Appendix III

Supplemental Material

Table 1  

Mathematical literacy performance band definitions on the PISA scale

Level Score points on the PISA scale

6 Above 669.3

5 From 607.0 to less than 669.3

4 From 544.7 to less than 607.0

3 From 482.4 to less than 544.7

2 From 420.1 to less than 482.4

1 From 357.8 to less than 420.1

Below level 1 Below 357.8
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Table 2

 Summary descriptions of the six proficiency levels on the mathematical literacy scale

Level What students can typically do

6 At Level 6, students can conceptualize, generalize and utilize information based 
on their investigations and modeling of complex problem situations, and can use 
their knowledge in relatively non-standard contexts. They can link different 
information sources and representations and flexibly translate among them. 
Students at this level are capable of advanced mathematical thinking and 
reasoning. These students can apply this insight and understanding, along with a 
mastery of symbolic and formal mathematical operations and relationships, to 
develop new approaches and strategies for attacking novel situations. Students at 
this level can reflect on their actions, and can formulate and precisely 
communicate their actions and reflections regarding their findings, interpretations,
arguments, and the appropriateness of these to the original situation.

5 At Level 5 students can develop and work with models for complex situations, 
identifying constraints and specifying assumptions.. They can select, compare, and
evaluate appropriate problem-solving strategies for dealing with complex 
problems related to these models. Students at this level can work strategically 
using broad, well-developed thinking and reasoning skills, appropriate linked 
representations, symbolic and formal characterizations, and insight pertaining to 
these situations. They begin to reflect on their work and can formulate and 
communicate their interpretations and reasoning.

4 At Level 4 students can work effectively with explicit models for complex 
concrete situations that may involve constraints or call for making assumptions. 
They can select and integrate different representations, including symbolic, 
linking them directly to aspects of real-world situations. Students at this level can 
utilise their limited range of skills and can reason with some insight, in 
straightforward contexts. They can construct and communicate explanations and 
arguments based on their interpretations, arguments, and actions.

3 At Level 3 students can execute clearly described procedures, including those that 
require sequential decisions. Their interpretations are sufficiently sound to be a 
base for building a simple model or for selecting and applying simple problem-
solving strategies. Students at this level can interpret and use representations 
based on different information sources and reason directly from them. They 
typically show some ability to handle percentages, fractions and decimal numbers,
and to work with proportional  relationships. Their solutions reflect that they have 
engaged in basic interpretation and reasoning.

2 At Level 2 students can interpret and recognise situations in contexts that require 
no more than direct inference. They can extract relevant information from a single
source and make use of a single representational mode. Students at this level can 
employ basic algorithms, formulae, procedures, or conventions to solve problems 
involving whole numbers. They are capable of making literal interpretations of the
results
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Level What students can typically do

1 At Level 1 students can answer questions involving familiar contexts where all 
relevant information is present and the questions are clearly defined. They are able
to identify information and to carry out routine procedures according to direct 
instructions in explicit situations. They can perform actions that are almost always
obvious and follow immediately from the given stimuli.

List 1 

 Student questionnaire variables 

CNT country code

OECD OECD country

SHOOLID  School ID 7 digit

StIDStd  Student ID

ST01Q01 International grade

ST04Q01 Gender

STQ37 GROUP Maths Self-efficacy

ST37Q01 Using a timetable

ST37Q02 Calculating TV discount

ST37Q03 Calculating Square meter of Tiles

ST37Q04 Understanding graphs in Newspapers

ST37Q05 Solving equation 1

ST37Q06 Distance to scale

ST37Q07 Solving equation 2

ST37Q08 Calculate petrol consumption rate

ST42 Math Anxiety

ST42Q01     Worry that it would be difficult
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ST42Q02     Not good at math

ST42Q03     Get very tense

ST42Q04    Get good ‘grades’

ST42Q05    Get very nervous

ST42Q06    Learn quickly

ST42Q07    One of the best subjects

ST42Q08    Feel helpless

ST42Q09   Understand difficult work

ST42Q10   Worry about Getting poor ‘grades’

ST43  Perceived control

ST43Q01 Can succeed with enough effort

ST43Q02 Doing well is up to me

ST43Q03 Family demands and problems

ST43Q04 Different teachers

ST43Q05 If I want I can perform well

ST43Q06 Perform poorly regardless

ST44 Attribution to failure

ST44Q01 Not good at math problems

ST44Q03 Teacher did not explain well

ST44Q04  Bad guess

ST44Q05 Material to hard

ST44Q07 Teachers did not get students interest

ST44Q08 Unlucky

ST46 Math Work ethic
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ST46Q01 Homework completed in time

ST46Q02 Work hard on Homework

ST46Q03 Prepared for Exams

ST46Q04 Study hard for Quiz

ST46Q05  Study until I understand everything

ST46Q06  Pay attention in classes

ST46Q07  Listen in Classes

ST46Q08 Avoid Distraction when study

ST46Q09 Keep work organized

ST48 Math intentions

ST48Q01 Mathematics vs language courses

ST48Q02 Mathematics vs science related courses

ST48Q03 Study harder in Mathematics vs Language Classes

ST48Q04 Take Maximum number of mathematics vs Science classes

ST48Q05 Pursuing a career that involves mathematics vs  Science

ST49  Maths behavior

ST49Q01  Talk about math with Friends

ST49Q02  Help friends with Math

ST49Q03  ‘Extracurricular ‘ activity

ST49Q04   Participate in competition

ST49Q05   Study more than 2 extra hours per day

ST49Q06   Play chess

ST49Q07  Computer programming

ST49Q09  Participate in math club

ST53  Learning strategies
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ST53Q01  Important parts vs existing knowledge vs Learn by heart

ST53Q02  Improve understanding vs New ways vs Memory

ST53Q03  Other subjects vs learning goals vs rehears problems

ST53Q04  Repeat examples vs Everyday Applications vs More information

CLUSE1 Calculator Use

CLUSE301 Effort-real 1

CLUSE 302 Effort-real 2

DEFFORT Difference in effort

EASY  Standard or simplified set of booklets

ANXMAT  Mathematics anxiety

ESCS  Index of economic, social and cultural status

INTMAT Mathematics interest

MATBEH  Mathematics behavoir

MATHEFF Mathematics Self-Efficacy

MATINTFC  Mathmatic intentions

MATWKETH  Mathematics Work Ethic

OPENPS  Openess For problem solving

PERSEV Perseverance

SCMAT  Mathematics Self-Concept

USEMATH  Use of ICT in Mathematics Lessons

PV1MATH Plausible value 1 mathematics

PV2MATH Plausible value 2 mathematics

PV2MATH Plausible value 3 mathematics

PV4MATH Plausible value 4 mathematics

PV5MATH Plausible value 5 mathematics

PV1READ  Plausible value 1 reading

PV2READ  Plausible value 2 reading

PV3READ  Plausible value 3 reading
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PV4READ  Plausible value 4 reading

PV5READ  Plausible value 5 reading

W_FSTUWT  32 Final student replicate sample weight

"W_FSTR1","W_FSTR2","W_FSTR3","W_FSTR4","W_FSTR5","W_FSTR6","W_FSTR7"

,"W_FSTR8","W_FSTR1","W_FSTR2","W_FSTR3","W_FSTR9","W_FSTR10","W

_FSTR11","W_FSTR12","W_FSTR13",

                                          

"W_FSTR14","W_FSTR15","W_FSTR16","W_FSTR17","W_FSTR18","W_FSTR19

","W_FSTR20","W_FSTR21","W_FSTR22","W_FSTR23","W_FSTR24","W_FSTR

25",

                                          

"W_FSTR25","W_FSTR26","W_FSTR27","W_FSTR28","W_FSTR29","W_FSTR30

","W_FSTR31","W_FSTR32","W_FSTR33","W_FSTR34","W_FSTR35","W_FSTR

36",

                                          

"W_FSTR37","W_FSTR38","W_FSTR39","W_FSTR40","W_FSTR41","W_FSTR42

","W_FSTR43","W_FSTR44","W_FSTR45","W_FSTR46","W_FSTR47","W_FSTR

48","W_FSTR49","W_FSTR50","W_FSTR51",

                                          

"W_FSTR52","W_FSTR53","W_FSTR54","W_FSTR55","W_FSTR56","W_FSTR57

","W_FSTR58","W_FSTR59","W_FSTR60","W_FSTR61","W_FSTR62",

                                          

"W_FSTR63","W_FSTR64","W_FSTR65","W_FSTR66","W_FSTR67","W_FSTR68

","W_FSTR69","W_FSTR70","W_FSTR71","W_FSTR72","W_FSTR73",

                                          

"W_FSTR74","W_FSTR75","W_FSTR76","W_FSTR77","W_FSTR78","W_FSTR79

","W_FSTR80",

WVARSTRR  Randomnized Final Variance Stratum
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Table 3

 The number of  disengaged and engaged response by score group (Contructed response 
items)

Item
Proficien
cy level

Total
number

by score-
level

Number of disengaged
response

Number of engaged
responses

NT Mean VI CUMP NT 
mean

VI CUMP

CM015Q02

1 2031 87 151 679 1944 1880 1352

2 3243 74 139 796 3169 3104 2447

3 3495 34 67 520 3461 3428 2975

4 2771 17 31 255 2754 2740 2546

5 1617 3 6 43 1614 1617 1574

6 816 2 2 18 814 814 798

CM015Q03

1 2031 100 169 250 1931 1862 1781

2 3243 88 156 218 3155 3188 3025

3 3495 39 75 111 3456 3420 3384

4 2771 23 33 48 2748 2738 2723

5 1617 9 15 19 1608 1602 1598

6 816 0 3 5 816 813 811

CM020Q01

1 2031 35 89 51 1996 1942 1980

2 3243 16 55 24 3227 3188 3219

3 3495 9 26 13 3486 3469 3482

4 2771 4 13 7 2767 2758 2766

5 1617 2 2 2 1615 1615 1615

6 816 5 0 0 816 816 816

CM020Q03

1 2031 57 328 41 1974 1703 1990

2 3243 43 311 36 3203 2932 3207
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Item Proficien
cy level

Total
number

by score-
level

Number of disengaged
response Number of disengaged

response

NT Mean VI CUMP NT 
mean

VI CUMP

3 3495 28 169 18 3467 3326 3477

4 2771 10 69 6 2761 2702 2501

5 1617 1 12 1 1616 1605 1616

6 816 0 2 0 816 814 816

CM038Q05

1 2031 63 190 173 1968 1841 1858

2 3243 59 138 130 3184 3105 3113

3 3495 29 18 68 3466 3417 3247

4 2771 10 36 34 2766 2735 2737

5 1617 8 12 11 1609 1605 1606

6 816 0 1 1 816 815 815

CM038Q06

1 2031 97 223 258 1934 1808 1773

2 3243 104 197 235 3139 3046 3008

3 3495 43 104 124 3452 3391 3371

4 2771 18 48 56 2753 2723 2715

5 1617 5 18 22 1612 1599 1595

6 816 5 5 8 811 811 808
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Table 4

Number of disenaged items by student

Method Number of disengaged items

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CUMP 10570 2801 991 392 217 98 38 21 5 0 0

VI 12374 1406 567 318 169 126 77 4 35 11 4

NTmea
n

13935 759 254 95 38 25 15 7 3 1 1

Table 5 

Number of students by country

ARE AUS AUT BEL BRA CAN COL DEU DNK ESP EST FRA HKG HUN IRL ISR

852 160
1

359 551 258 132
9

552 382 519 743 311 275 361 372 349 223

ITA JPN KOR MAC NOR POL PRT QCN RUS SGP SVK SVN SWE TAP USA

852 160
1

359 448 269 279 376 303 422 411 355 575 289 459 378


